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The Nation has long benefited with the competitive and awesome leadership of our own National Leaders as they perform their duties when the situation arises. They rose from their simple low profile into a dynamic presence and stood still in the face of many adversaries. Such leadership styles are also needed in our Educational System which can help us combat the presence of the different shortcomings that may come.

Opening a school needs a leader who will spearhead the many linkages, preparations, and other administrative and financial start. To handle this, we need the ingenuity and the fierce direction of a catalyst, being an experienced ‘cabeza de barangay’, then becoming a part of the secret revolution KKK, Emilio Aguinaldo took the driver seat and drove the nation on a direct path towards independence passing through two empires.

Same with the true Educational Leaders. They will certainly need the passion, the eagerness, and the mastery of the administrative knowhow, to raise the flag the school will emplace. Education personnel are bound to inspire, to motivate and to care for their client.

Our late President Corazon C. Aquino and former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo exemplified the people’s welfare, restored the relative freedom that was almost lost and doubled our salary, which boosted the morale of our teaching force.
And when the discipline is needed with in our ranks, we are remembering the supervision of our great President Ferdinand E. Marcos and not to mention our present National Leader President Rodrigo R. Duterte.

Truly, nation building is very similar to school instituting. Creating new school and manning the nation has a lot in common. Both will be needing great leadership traits to keep the agencies going!
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